
Testing Summary
This summary is meant to give some explanation as to how the data was collected. Given that 
an AB test is usually to test improvements to an interface on an existing site with actual users 
visiting it, there had to be some compromises to the purity of it. On top of that, my prototype was 
not made innately on the web and was instead through InvisionApp, meaning that google 
analytics was not available and as such, neither was just shipping a link out to a colleague and 
retrieving data that way. 

What was done instead was a pseudo-AB usability test. I gave the user 2 tasks with very 
generalized copy and then used the live-sharing service within Invision to record the test itself, 
which I later derived the necessary data from. The tasks were meant so that the user was not 
left aimlessly clicking while also not conducting a full-blown usability test. The tasks themselves 
also allowed for very competent data as their were multiple ways to complete each one, one of 
which I was specifically testing.

Success Definition
A success was determined in 2 ways, dependent on the version the tester received

Version A Success = User clicked the new post button located in the hamburger menu
Version B Success = User did not attempt to view the hamburger menu contents when 
completing the second task

A brief explanation of version B is that it was the control and as such had no such ‘new post’ 
button located in the hamburger menu - a success would then be the user not attempting to 
access the hamburger menu when completing the second task 

(The tasks being 
1. Find a post
2. Make a new post

)
thus providing evidence that the hamburger menu additional button was not a needed feature. 
Which was proven quite wrong, expectedly so, in the end.
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Participant Data
Numbers do not represent testing order
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Participant Completion Time Version Received Success

1 2:20 A Yes

2 0:40 A Yes

3 2:45 A Yes

4 0:50 A Yes

5 1:45 A Yes

6 1:57 A Yes

7 2:40 A Yes

8 3:20 A Yes

9 2:50 A Yes

10 1:30 A No

11 3:15 B No

12 1:15 B No

13 4:10 B No

14 2:15 B No

15 3:00 B No

16 3:05 B No

17 2:35 B No

18 1:45 B No

19 2:50 B Yes

20 4:10 B Yes



Test Results

Since both versions have the same number of participants the expected is the same

Backup image of hand-done work: http://imgur.com/IULIf3z

Discussion
The chi-squared shows, at least on this small scale, that A is overwhelmingly the more beneficial 
version. While I expected A to prove itself as the better version, basing that off of my original 
usability test insights; I did not expect it to come with such a crushing defeat to version B. A nice 
statistic that I thought evidenced this was on hamburger menu interaction:

Hamburger Menu Use or Attempted Use Across Both Platforms: 17 / 20
This statistic showed that nearly every participant attempted or did (if they had version A) use 
the hamburger menu to complete the second task.

We can definitively draw that the hamburger menu with ‘new post’ was much better than that 
without. If I were to continue to test it with a larger audience I suspect the number would dwindle 

Version Average Completion Time Cumulative Completion Time

A 2:03 20:37

B 2:50 28:20

Observed A B Total

Success 9 2 11

Not Successful 1 8 9

Total 10 10 20

Expected A & B

Success 11/20*10 = 5.5

Not Successful 4.5

Total 10

A B Total

Success (9-5.5)^2 = 12.25/5.5 = 2.22 (2-5.5)^2 = 12.25/5.5 = 2.22 4.44

Not Successful (1-4.5)^2 = 12.25/4.5 = 2.72 (8-4.5)^2 = 12.25/4.5 = 2.72 5.44

Total 9.88

Degrees of Freedom Estimated P Value Exact P Value

Value 1 .01 <  p < .001 0.00165

http://imgur.com/IULIf3z


but would still provide an over 50% use rate of the hamburger menu across both versions. Even 
without such a large testing pool, we can say that version A is the better interface at a very 
steep margin.

Feedback Received
A majority of the feedback was aimed towards the prototyping platform and the strange 
conditions the testing was under (ie doing certain things where text should be input would be 
substituted for clicking something and having autofilled text). 

However, there were some opportunities seen where the submission process could be bettered. 
The most based opportunity is having a list of the form aspects that still need to be filled out 
before the user could submit. 

This was mostly at fault of the image mapped prototype itself only allowing for set interactions 
(although I did render roughly 40 or so screens for nearly any possible permutation of 
interaction). In the fully developed and coded version of the site the user would be able to 
submit with only location but there were a few extra requirements in the interactive prototype.
 
Potential Revisions
Potential revisions on the basis of the testing would mainly be absorbing the control version into 
the adapted version (which should be fairly easy considering there are only a handful of 
differences between them). Most, if not all, of the potential changes from the in-person usability 
testing were added as general improvements to both prototype versions so the following will be 
based around this round of tests.

This would mean that the hamburger with new post would be the actual standard hamburger 
menu.

I also ponder changing the “discover spots” button copy writing to see if that would actually help 
the user or would merely help testing.

Greying out the submit button and adding notifications next to it describing what needed to be 
added in order to submit the post is also something to consider although the actual 
requirements to submission would be far less extensive than they were in the prototype.

Darkening the instructional text on the post submission page could help with confusion on input 
vs pre-determined explanatory text.

Fit and Finish
Website Name: localeStorage( )

The Better Prototype: https://invis.io/SN7V5NM38
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https://invis.io/SN7V5NM38


Development Plan
Main Sheet: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1P5ytQd_DdsJPD3uDbIVThAKpvVg2yyeu6NgxVgggGao/edit?usp=sharing

Last Week PDF: https://goo.gl/szHDfI

Updated PDF: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1dCijTSSjLKOVZ6Uy1mRVIxTW8/view?
usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1P5ytQd_DdsJPD3uDbIVThAKpvVg2yyeu6NgxVgggGao/edit?usp=sharing
https://goo.gl/szHDfI
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1dCijTSSjLKOVZ6Uy1mRVIxTW8/view?usp=sharing

